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Customs and 
seCurity

As a result of the attacks from September 11th 2001 and other 
high-profile security issues, demands for safety and security 
have increased in any area potentially endangered by terrorism. 
Ports and harbours, being major access points for people and 
freight entering a country, are considered to be possible targets 
for criminal activities such as terrorism, illegal immigration 
and smuggling of drugs and weapons. Besides these issues, 
there a numerous regular processes within ports and harbours 
which require control and surveillance. These include docking 
procedures, freight handling, and further logistics related tasks.

Therefore, modern ports and harbours use intelligent video 
surveillance systems and software applications to secure the safe 
operation of their facilities, the security of the people involved, 
and the vessels and cargo containers. These ‘nerve centres’ of ports 
and harbours most often use the latest technology for the central 
and comprehensive processing of all relevant information coming 
from modern freight management systems and video cameras. 

Range of applications
The technologies used for large screen systems control rooms 

differ depending on the kind of application. eyevis, German 
manufacturer of large screen solutions, offers a complete range 
of products for any kind of application. eyevis has many years 
of experience in the field of large screen technology and is 
specialised in the customised planning and realisation of large 
screen systems world-wide.

Control rooms and operation centres cannot be purchased off 
the shelf. The decisive point is the interoperability of the different 
components installed. Large screen systems for such applications 
should be ready for 24/7 operation, i.e. they have to match the 
requirements of continuous long-term operation and should 
comprise appropriate features. For this reason, conventional 
projectors are not a suitable alternative for control room applications. 

Decisive enhanced efficiency
A control room, fitted with modern, ergonomic equipment 
comprised of the latest display technology, can decisively enhance 
the efficiency of the processes, and therefore can improve the 
efficiency of the complete site. Unclear arranged work spaces, 
inappropriate or even no large screen system, make the workflow 
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more complicated, inefficient, and may even cause an increased 
amount of stress in case of emergencies, which may lead to faulty 
operations and false reactions. Today, the implementation of 
large screen systems for the comprehensive display of all relevant 
processes and information is very common. They are the only 
solution granting a clear overview of the situation to all operators 
in the control room at the same time.

Rear-projection cubes
The technologies most often used in the control rooms of 
today are rear-projection cubes, based on DLP™ technology, 
and LC displays. Rear-projection cubes are available in various 
screen sizes and resolution standards. A number of these cubes 
can be combined to create almost ‘seamless’ large screen walls. 
The main advantage of these systems is their invulnerability to 
burn-in effects resulting from static image content. Further, these 
cubes offer several optimising features, such as automatic double-
lamp systems. In addition to that, the components used for these 
devices are designed for long-term operation.

LC displays
In the recent past, we have observed an increasing number of large 
screen systems using a matrix of LC displays. Here, it is important 
to note that professional devices are used for providing optimised 
features for long-term operation. Although LC displays are not so 
much endangered by burn-in effects with static images as plasma 
displays are, they may suffer from similar but reversible effects, like 
memory effects and ghost images. For control room applications 
one should keep hands off cheap, fan-less LC displays, since heat is 
one of the main reasons for the appearance of memory effects. LC 
displays designed for professional control room applications usually 
provide several fans, which use special ventilation ducts to dissipate 
the heat produced by the displays of a monitor wall. 

The latest LCD monitors are already available with a very 
thin bezel, which is especially important for modular video wall 
applications. But with an approximate distance of 7.3 mm from 

screen to screen, the resulting gap is still wider than with cubes, 
which provide a gap of only about 0.3 mm per cube.  To avoid gaps 
with LC displays at all, smaller control rooms can use ultra-high 
resolution LC displays with resolutions far beyond HD. With such 
monitors it is possible to display several camera signals or software 
applications simultaneously in native resolution on a single screen.

LED illumination
A disadvantage of the DLP cubes is the high-performance lamp 
used for illumination. These lamps have an MTBF of approx. 
10,000 hours. To guarantee higher reliability of the systems, 
they can be equipped with automatic double-lamp systems, i.e. 
the system automatically switches within seconds to a second 
spare lamp if the operating lamp breaks. A new alternative are 
cubes using LED technology for illumination (LED) which 
offer a remarkably longer MTBF of approximately 55,000 hours. 
Compared with traditional lamp-cubes this new solution uses no 
wear parts such as UHP lamps and colour wheels, which results in 
fewer costs for service and maintenance for the customer.

Graphics controller units
A modular matrix of screens made up of LCD monitors or DLP 
cubes is generally controlled by a so-called split controller, which 
provides special graphic boards for incoming and outgoing signal 
sources (RGB, DVI, LAN, analog Video or IP Video). With these 
graphics controller units it is possible to display all connected signals 
and sources on the large screen wall. These signals can be PCs 
connected via RGB or DVI inputs, applications running directly 
on the controller, network sources and video signals, for example. 
The split controller should support real-time display of the sources. 
Further, streaming video or video over IP should be decoded by 
hardware decoding cards inside the controller. With a comfortable 
software solution like eyevis’ eyecon software, it is possible to control 
and administer the complete system and all connected signal sources.
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an example of all the various components that make up a large screen system.


